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Introduction

Annotation of spectra with a chemical identity is considered as one of the major bottlenecks for exploratory mass spectrometry analysis of small molecules. Compound
annotations can be assigned based on scores from matching experimentally acquired spectra to references in a spectral library. The matchms (1) python library has fostered
the development of a larger ecosystem of connected tools focusing on matching of fragmentation spectra for compound identification. This includes machine learning based
scores such as Spec2Vec (2) and MS2DeepScore (3) as well as other means of compound identification, such as molecular and spectral networking or analog search via
MS2Query (4). Machine learning based scores have been shown to outperform the traditional cosine similarity and are already implemented in other cloud platforms such as
GNPS (2, 5). Molecular networking based on spectral- and metadata similarity allows propagating annotations to un-identified compounds or putatively assigning an unknown
spectrum to a compound class. We are taking the functionalities of matchms - spectral matching, molecular networking, and spectral library processing - to the cloud with the
matchms Galaxy tool suite for reproducible and scalable compound identification.
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Discussion

With its general spectrum handling capacities, matchms serves as a base package for many more
demanding or specialized tasks. The ecosystem of tools built around it includes further tools such as
RIAssigner (6) and MSMetaEnhancer (7) which are used to improve the compound identification process
and curation of spectral libraries.
Future developments include the addition of further spectral similarity scores, such as MS2DeepScore and
spectral entropy (8), improved molecular networking capabilites and more versatile scores handling by
implementing operations like join and append.

Results

Splitting large reference libraries enables parallel matching of query spectra against smaller subsets,
leveraging Galaxy's built-in job scheduling to distribute the computational load across nodes.
Package versions are consistent across tools through using the same biocontainer, improving
interoperability, reproducibility and maintainability.
Interoperability with other resources is ensured through use of standard file formats (e.g., msp and mgf) and
file-based operations.
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Query Reference RI Matches Score

C001 Uridine_4TMS TRUE 81 0.787

C004 Asparagine_3TMS TRUE 56 0.90

C053 Isoleucine_2TMS FALSE 17 0.96

C053 Leucine_2TMS TRUE 12 0.96

Fig. 1: Overview of the matchms galaxy tools ecosystem.

Users can train their own Spec2Vec model in Galaxy for subsequent use with the matchms similarity module. Besides similarity matching, metadata information, e.g. retention indices or precursor masses can be
matched to serve as a filter, leveraging those efficient metadata scores as a mask to avoid time consuming spectral similarity computations between non-matching pairs. This leverages the matchms pipeline mechanism
which allows layering and combining subsequent scores computed on the same query and reference datasets. Structural similarity between identified compounds can be computed using the molecular fingerprint
similarity module. We implemented a matchms networking wrapper and connected the outputs with the Cytoscape Galaxy plugin for seamless visualization. The library handling tools enable conversion between different
formats, exporting spectrum metadata, splitting a large library into smaller subsets and applying filters to a library (e.g., to remove low intensity peaks or compute molecular fingerprints).
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Example Spectrum in RIKEN MSP Format

NAME: Acetylserotonin_3TMS
SCANNUMBER: -1
RETENTIONTIME: -1
RETENTIONINDEX: 2415.476
PRECURSORMZ: 434.22321
PRECURSORTYPE: [M]+
IONMODE: Positive
SPECTRUMTYPE: Centroid
FORMULA: C21H38N2O2Si3
INCHIKEY: SDTXWHNOKGNTER-UHFFFAOYSA-N
INCHI: 
SMILES: O=C(N(CCC2=CN(C=1C=CC(O[Si](C)(C)C)=CC=12)[Si](C)(C)C)[Si](C)
(C)C)C
AUTHORS: Price et al., RECETOX, Masaryk University (CZ)
COLLISIONENERGY: 70
INSTRUMENT: Q Exactive GC Orbitrap GC-MS/MS
INSTRUMENTTYPE: GC-EI-Orbitrap
IONIZATION: EI+
LICENSE: CC BY-NC
COMMENT: 
Num Peaks: 20
73.04678  1695472  "Theoretical m/z 73.046806, Mass diff 0 (-0.36 ppm)"
75.02607  264489  "Theoretical m/z 75.02607, Mass diff 0 (0 ppm)"
102.07333  352935 
147.06549  217538 
149.04475  247633
202.0681  251062  "Theoretical m/z 202.068261, Mass diff 0 (0.8 ppm)"
216.08383  237410  "Theoretical m/z 216.083917, Mass diff 0 (0.4 ppm)"
220.07869  480341  "Theoretical m/z 220.07938, Mass diff 0 (0 ppm)"
288.12335  696340  "Theoretical m/z 288.123437, Mass diff 0 (0.3 ppm)"
290.13892  20916356
291.14163  3482602
292.13528  1543589
302.13892  350112  "Theoretical m/z 302.139642, Mass diff 0 (0 ppm)"
303.14667  6539220
304.1481  1214566
305.14282  524780
378.17331  235930  "Theoretical m/z 378.174084, Mass diff 0 (0 ppm)"
419.19992  459039  "Theoretical m/z 419.200092, Mass diff 0 (0.41 ppm)"
434.22321  627812  "Theoretical m/z 434.223573, Mass diff 0 (0.83 ppm)"
435.22504  213270

...

Fig. 2: Technology stack for tool development & deployment.

The matchms package is pushed automatically to PyPI and Bioconda when
a new release is drafted on GitHub. The galaxy tool wrapper uses the
bioconda package or biocontainer to provide access to the matchms API.
The galaxytool is published on the  toolshed via a GitHub action. The
usegalaxy-eu-tools respository is then leveraged to automatically install the
matchms tools on usegalaxy.eu.
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Spectral Library Metadata

Name Formula Precursor
Mz SMILES

Uridine 4TMS C21H44N2O6Si4 519.20136 O=C1C=CN(C...

Asparagine
3TMS C13H32N2O3Si3 348.1713 O=C(O[Si](C)...

Isoleucine
2TMS C12H29NO2Si2 269.13876 O=C(O[Si](C)...

Leucine 2TMS C12H29NO2Si2 260.14963 O=C(O[Si](C)...

Acetylserotonin
3TMS C21H38N2O2Si3 434.22321 O=C(N(CCC2...
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